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MAPPING THE INFERNO



“The inferno of the living is not 
something that will be; if there is one, 
it is what is already here, the inferno 
where we live every day, that we form by 
being together.  There are two ways to 
escape suffering it.  The first is easy for 
many: accept the inferno and become 
such a part of it that you can no longer 
see it.  The second is risky and demands 
constant vigilance and apprehension: 
seek and learn to recognize who and 
what, in the midst of the inferno, are not 
inferno, then make them endure, give 
them space.”

MAPPING THE INFERNO
JOSEPH MASOTTA

- Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities



Springtime

THE INFERNO

Between these covers unfolds a visual poem that illustrates 
perspectives from my home in the City of Angels. I began this 
journey in order to record invisible fragments of the city using 
watercolor and compass. Slowly, I compiled photos, charts and 
maps that define the measure of our metropolis. My initial goal 
was to illustrate the precincts noted by Italo Calvino in his small 
book, Invisible Cities. In that mission I failed, for images do no 
justice to Calvino’s words. 

This publication arrives in a world now marked by a plague 
that has swallowed the globe. With Mapping the Inferno, I have 
assembled encaustic paintings, watercolors, photographs and 
sketches that bear witness to the tension between personal 
animus and collective action being expressed throughout the 
land. As I prepared these verses, I resumed the mandate of the 
cartographer—recording a measure of the city where I live. The 
beauty of this mission lies in the cartographers’ paradox; the 
features a mapmaker chooses to render defines the territory 
measured.

The vision conveyed herein serves as my marker within this 
infernal wilderness. The point of the exercise remains my desire 
to chart a path through this world—but, I find the closer I look 
the more confounding the details become.

Joseph Masotta
Los Angeles, 2020
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The Whale

A Season in Hell 
A. Rimbaud

At last, O happiness, O reason, I removed from the sky the 
azure, which is a blackness, and I lived, a spark of gold of
the natural lights.
Out of joy, I took on the most clownish and exaggerated
mode of expression possible:

It has been found again!
What? eternity.
It is the sea mingled
With the sun.

My immortal soul.
Keep your vow
Despite the lonely night
And the day on fire.

Thus you detach yourself
From human approval,
From common imposes!
You fly off as you may…

No hope, never;
And no orietur.
Knowledge and fortitude,
Torture is certain.

No more tomorrow,
Satiny embers,
Your own heat
Is the only duty.

It has been found again!
What? Eternity.
It is the sea mingled
with the sun.



Battle Flag

Hunger
A. Rimbaud

If I have any taste, it is for hardly anything
But earth and stones.
I breakfast always on air,
On rock, on coal, on iron.

Turn, my hungers. Feed, hungers,
On the meadow of sounds.
Suck the gaudy poison
From the convolvuli.

Eat the broken stone;
The old masonry of churches;
Boulders from old floods,
Loaves sown in the grey valleys.

The fox howled under the leaves.
Spitting out the bright feathers 
Of his feast of fowl:
Like him, I consume myself.

Salads and fruits
Are only waiting to be picked;
But the hedge spider
Eats nothing but violets.

Let me sleep! let me simmer
On Solomon’s altars.
The scrum runs down over the rust,
And mingles with Kedron.



Scar Tissue

Song of the Highest Tower
A. Rimbaud

Let it come, let it come,
The age of our desire.

I have endured so long
That I have forgotten everything.
Fear and suffering
Have flown to the skies.
And morbid thirst
Darkens my veins.

Let it come, let it come,
The age of our desire.

Thus the meadow,
Given over to oblivion,
Grown up, and flowering
With frankincense and tares,
Amid the wild buzzing
Of filthy flies.

Let it come, let it come,
The age of our desire.
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Joseph Masotta is a multidisciplinary artist who lives and works 
in Los Angeles. He attended Otis College of Art and Design in 
Los Angeles, the School of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, 
and received a Bachelor of Architecture degree from Boston 
Architectural College where he was awarded the Henry Adams 
Scholastic Medal for excellence in architecture.
 
Masotta has practiced architecture for over 35 years. In 1994 
he co-founded Parallax Architects, a firm that specializes in 
learning environments for K-12 independent schools. His work 
has been realized on school campuses throughout Los Angeles. 
                                                            
In his art practice, Masotta is currently exploring the nature 
of assembled congregations through the genre of portraiture, 
creating highly textured-wax works expressing individual 
personalities inherent in each collective group.
 
In 2019, Masotta was an artist-in-residence at Truro Center for 
the Arts at Castle Hill in Massachusetts. While in residence, 
he expanded on his current series, Sign(s) of the Times. The 
encaustic paintings focus on examining mobs, crowds, and 
tribes as signifiers of the contemporary social milieu. 

White Crowd (detail)
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